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Abstract

This study is an extension of a micro-assessment on educational advances that has developed in 2010, for valuate numerical and environmental skills. After ten years, it observe, in terminal biology students of UNAM-Iztacala, a very notable change in the recognition of terms in the sum of a polynomial, but for the fine skills -of the same students- in separation of two assembled materials present in the common waste, we don’t observe a change or an improvement. This comparative study was carried out with forty participants. The effectiveness of formal and informal educational interventions, in the quest to seek a learning improvement, is evident.
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1. Introduction

In April 2010, we carried out a comparative study with numerical and environmental skills, with terminal biology students from UNAM-Iztacala. For this purpose, we chose the use of two numerical and two environmental problems, of high, medium and high difficulty (Ruiz & Lupercio, 2011). These problems are described in the next section. In February 2020, after ten years had passed, we found it interesting to repeat the same observation with biology students similar to those of the previously described experience, with the purpose of observing, if with respect to the original results, it was possible to show a change in the last observation.
In the educational research setting, the application of extensive questionnaires is common (OECD, 2018), which include a large number of questions or problems to be solved (Bomboir, 1971; Bomboir, 1974; Flavell, 1976), however, an alternative modality is beginning to develop an educational evaluation (Díaz-Barriga & Hernández, 2002), based on reactive or problems with the character of indicators (Katic, Hmelo-Silver, & Weber, 2009; Tavernal & Peralta, 2009; Ruiz, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2015). These indicators should represent a high or medium difficulty in the initial observation (pre-test) with respect to the final observation (post-test), in order to obtain clear results (Ruiz, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2017; Ruiz, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2020).

This leads us to suggest the opening of a debate about the scope and limitations of the educational macro-evaluation and micro-evaluation models, where the former point towards a general and standardized measurement of educational progress and, the latter, more properly, to a more particular and detailed corroboration of educational topics of strategic value (INEE, 2016). In our opinion, both types of approach can and should be complementary.

This comparison at two different moments and after ten years, forced us to make a recognition of the curricular and institutional changes that occurred in the studied university, in order to find the possible causes of differences or not observable, in the results we obtained when examine biology students and the problems to be solved that we apply.

2. Curricular and Institutional Framework

A review of the curricular and institutional changes that had taken place both in the curriculum of the bachelor’s degree in biology and in the institutional environmental performance was carried out, especially considering that the replication of the study carried out in 2010 included the evaluation in particular to two numerical and two environmental problems (differentiated dumping of waste). During this ten-year period, the bachelor’s degree in biology restructured its curriculum, having a new curriculum that began in August 2016. In this, considering the mathematical deficiencies that students historically showed, a compulsory course was incorporated, which is called “Algebra workshop”, with the same hours as a normal course, but without credit allocation, although it must be approved for the purposes of the degree, which is taught in the first semester. The objectives of this course is that students amicably review their essential mathematical knowledge, correct poor basic learning, as well as learning to make intelligent use of algorithms and mathematical procedures frequently used in biology (biology descriptive letter, 2016).

Also, since 2014, an institutional program called PROMIR was reconsidered, aimed at promoting good practices in the comprehensive management of urban solid waste generated at UNAM-Iztacala. The latter is based on giving some talks to new students, with the support of brochures and posters, to motivate them to participate in the responsible management of common waste generated on campus, inviting them to respect the nomenclature for the landfill of the waste indicated in the garbage containers (Ruiz, Lupercio, Muñoz, Torner, & Bernal, 2015). Both types of intervention did not exist in
their current version, ten years ago. Although at UNAM–Iztacala, for 25 years there has been a more or less structured program, which has been promoting the recycling of waste materials and other pro-environmental actions (Ruiz & Lupercio, 2015). We point out this background, because it can be useful in explaining the results.

3. Description of the Problems

The four problems, described below, have been tested and applied in various background reports, which have allowed us to verify their usefulness as effective indicators of performance, in numerical and environmental skills (Ruiz & Lupercio, 2011; Ruiz, Torner, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2015; Ruiz, 2015). This indication is particularly applicable, for rapid evaluations and with the items or problems that represent the greatest difficulty, in the initial observation (Ruiz, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2018).

Problems:

P (1): sum of a polynomial, which includes the help of a parenthesis, to make it easier for the performer to identify the terms of the sum. It should be noted that, in this operation, \(3.2 + (4.4 \times 2) + 8\), the parentheses are mathematically unnecessary. The correct answer is 20. This problem, applied to university students, represents a minimal difficulty, mainly due to the help provided by the parentheses.

P (2): sum of a polynomial, which does not include the previous help, \(2 + 3 \times 4 + 5\). The correct answer is 19. This problem, based on our historical references, represents a high difficulty in university students, which is explained by the general mistake of not identifying the terms in the sum of a polynomial. What is a remnant effect, due to their neglect, in the learning of elementary mathematics and that leads to making many more serious mistakes in other operations, such as, for example, in geometry, algebra and calculus (Alatorre, 2002; Alatorre, 2009). As a mere reminder, we refer that the “term”, represents in all serial or polynomial operations \((a + b + c + \ldots)\) the independent computations or values, in numerical or algebraic connotation, that are separated by sum or subtraction. It is a fundamental concept (Larousse mathematics dictionary, 2018; Miles, 1999) for the correct execution of algorithms and in advanced mathematical reasoning (Matheracy).

C: differentiated discharge of an aluminum can with a plastic straw, inserted inside, which constitutes an occasional assembly with two pieces of different material, present in the common garbage. The success is only granted by placing the aluminum can, separated from the plastic straw, in an exclusive container for “metal”. In the case of an occasional assembly, this problem represents a medium difficulty in university students. The mistakes are generally due to the inadvertence on the part of the participant in the separation of the second object, by not attending to the indications for the differentiated discharge requested. The failure is due to neglect and not ignorance of the materials.

B: differentiated discharge of a glass bottle with a plastic screw cap, which constitutes a structural assembly, with two different material wastes, present in the common garbage. The success is only granted by placing the glass bottle, separated from the plastic screw cap, in an exclusive container for “glass”. Being a structural assembly, where both components of different material are part of the same
container, it represents a high difficulty with university students. As in what was stated in the previous problem, the failure is due to neglect and not ignorance of the materials.

4. Method in a Comparative Study

4.1 Objectives

1) Replicate a comparative study published in 2011, with numerical and environmental examples, with a similar sample of the same students, in order to observe if there are differences.

2) Finding the possible causes that explain the significant and insignificant differences, both numerically and environmentally.

4.2 Hypothesis

“A noticeable change in the frequency of successes observed in solving a problem can only be attributed to a specific and systematic educational intervention”.

4.3 Subjects and Procedure

Both the historical reference and the replica made were carried out with forty terminal biology students from UNAM-Iztacala, where they were informed of the intention of this exercise and, where their consent was requested, to participate voluntarily. The numerical problems were applied in a group session and the environmental problems in a cabinet (simulator for the differentiated discharge of waste) arranged for individualized observation, without communication between the participants. In the latter case, the response options are exclusive containers for: metal, plastic, glass, writing paper/cardboard and everything else.

Both the numerical and environmental problems are accompanied by another ten contextual questions related to the respective themes.

5. Results

Figure 1 shows the results observed in 2010 and 2020, with the four aforementioned problems, where the successes are presented separately, as well as the coincidence between them, separating the numerical and the environmental.
In these results, an extremely notable change can only be observed in the span of ten years, in the successes obtained by the participants of this replicated study, in the resolution of the sum of a polynomial without the help of a parenthesis (Note 1) and, consequently, also in the respective coincidence between the two sums (where the first one represents practically no difficulty, both in 2010 and 2020). Regarding the environmental ability evaluated, no change was registered, which generally occurs in the measurement of fine ability in the dumping of wastes, even in higher education institutions that have well-structured programs for the management of urban solid waste, but without attending to the acquisition of environmental knowledge and skills in the student community (Ruiz & Lupercio, 2013; Ruiz, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2018).

6. Discussion
Here it is worth analyzing and looking for an explanation to two aspects that are observed in our results, the reason for the remarkable change -with the incidence of successes- in one of the numerical problems and, also, the null improvement in the problems of differentiated waste disposal that we examine, taking into consideration the span of ten years, elapsed from the previous observation (2010) and the current one (2020). It seems to be clear that the “Algebra Workshop” (a formal curricular course), has had a relevant role in the remedial improvement of basic mathematical knowledge, where the sum of a polynomial, without any help or clue given to the participant, it is an effective indicator. In the case of the PROMIR program, which constitutes the institutional policy for the management of urban solid waste, with informal interventions and without any curricular involvement, based on the
measurement of fine ability for the differentiated dumping of waste, with waste presented in assembly, no change was observed. This leads us to propose considering the advisability that in the same institution, the tasks of pro-environmental promotion, begin to be treated in a similar way, to what has been done with the “Algebra Workshop”, or in other words, a kind of “Workshop on good pro-environmental practices” can be structured, which is more or less formal in nature and with a well-organized pedagogical approach, which could be taught in the first semester, not only of a degree in biology, but of all the degrees and postgraduate courses taught at UNAM-Iztacala. Although the referred “Algebra Workshop” does not solve all the learning of basic mathematical knowledge (where we detect that the term concept, most terminal biology students, although they intuitively understand it functionally, do not understand it in its definition or formal characterization), this course does contribute in a substantive way to improve the essential mathematical skills -beyond just the numerical one- of biology students, since we found in a complementary investigation (carried out in 2019), in which we evaluated the items contextual numerically and we compare it with a group of first-year students, where in a battery with ten items such as hand-operations, mental calculation, valuation of decimal numbers, roots and powers, among other problems (Ruiz & Lupercio, 2013; Ruiz, Lupercio, & Bernal, 2020), both groups of students (initial and terminal), obtained on average grades higher than 9.

We infer, that this “Algebra Workshop”, is more involved in the development of intermediate mathematical skills (Matheracy), which will be studied in other new research. It seems to us that something very similar could be expected if, with pro-environmental tasks, such a workshop could be structured. It is time to recognize that the pro-environmental promotion tasks -given how difficult, complicated and complex they are in practice- demand a more serious and demanding educational treatment. Alone talks and voluntary altruism (basically supported by publicity interventions or institutional propaganda) do not seem to generate significant learning with community significance.

7. Conclusions
The problems used as indicators of educational progress did prove to be effective and reliable, including in the recognition of fine differences. Likewise, the comparison of formal and informal intervention strategies, commonly used in higher education institutions, allowed visualizing the relative results of both intervention models, in the recording of results in the four problems that we examined, with the improvement in the numerical ability of high difficulty and, likewise, the stagnation or absence of improvement in the fine ability to separate wastes, in this case presented in assemblies, from wastes present in common garbage. This type of rapid evaluations, systematically applied, can help to identify both good educational practices, as well as less successful ones, to provide better and meaningful learning, at all school levels.
It was shown that this rapid modality of the evaluation of educational progress, supported by the resolution of problems that serve as effective indicators, constitutes an extremely useful resource for the measurement of learning, without the need to apply a battery of reagents extensive and strenuous. The key to this is having a collection of reagents -really appropriate- to carry out an exploration of this nature, both for its application in the field of natural, social, humanities and civic knowledge, among other topics. The cost involved, in terms of time, money and effort, can be considerably reduced, obtaining a well-weighted and reliable result.
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**Note**

Note 1. This difference reaches a statistical confidence level of 99.9% in a two-tailed Student’s t-test (40 + 40 - 2 = 78 degrees of freedom); this same significant difference is also present in the coincidences for this same problem.